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Today we announce the settlement with Google LLC and YouTube, LLC (“the defendants”) of
an action under the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (“COPPA”). I voted in
favor of this complaint and settlement because I believe that the defendants’ collection and use
of persistent identifiers from users that viewed child-directed videos on YouTube, as alleged in
the complaint, violates the letter of the law as set forth in the amended COPPA Rule. This
settlement includes injunctive relief as well as $170 million in monetary relief, which, as
Chairman Simons and Commissioner Wilson note in their statement, exceeds defendants’ gains
from their unlawful collection of persistent identifiers.
I write separately to call attention to a matter of great interest to me – the calculation of civil
penalty amounts in privacy cases, where harm is often difficult to quantify. As Congress
contemplates privacy legislation that may include civil penalties, it should consider this case.
Congress enacted COPPA to prohibit unfair or deceptive acts or practices in connection with the
collection, use, or disclosure of personally identifiable information from children on the Internet.
It gave the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) responsibility for promulgating a regulation
under COPPA, and for enforcing it. The COPPA Rule went into effect in 2000. Among other
things, it required Web site operators to obtain verifiable consent from parents before collecting
personal information from their children. In December 2012, the FTC revised the COPPA Rule’s
definition of personal information to include “persistent identifiers”, such as IP addresses and
mobile device identifiers that can recognize users over time and across different websites or
online services. 1
As set forth in the Commission’s complaint, the defendants provide a video-sharing platform on
the Internet at www.youtube.com and on mobile applications (collectively, “YouTube”). Users
that wish to upload and share content on YouTube create a channel to display their content.
Eligible channel owners, which include commercial entities, can monetize their channel by
allowing the defendants to serve advertisements to viewers. Behavioral advertising, which is
advertising specifically tailored to users based on tracking their Internet activity, is enabled by
default on YouTube’s monetized channels. In order to serve behavioral advertising on these
channels, the defendants collect the user’s persistent identifier in order to track the user’s online
activities and serve advertising tailored specifically to the user’s inferred interests. When a
channel owner opts out of behavioral advertising on a monetized channel, the defendants instead
serve contextual advertising, which generates less revenue for the channel owner and the
defendants.
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In the case before us, the defendants collected the persistent identifiers of users visiting childdirected websites, and tracked their online activity in order to serve behavioral advertising. The
Commission’s COPPA Rule covers such information, and special protections to ensure the
privacy of children make sense. The prohibited harm in this case isn’t children accessing content
on the YouTube platform. The harm isn’t that children are served advertising on the YouTube
platform. They are served advertising regardless. The harm is that, rather than viewing
contextual advertising, children see behavioral advertising based on the collection of persistent
identifiers prohibited by COPPA.
While often discussed in other terms, much of the economic activity at the heart of the present
national debate about consumer privacy involves building profiles about or serving behavioral
advertising to individuals who are not particularly vulnerable, as kids are. This conduct is
endemic in our modern economy. Congress should consider how the injunctive and monetary
relief in this case, in particular the penalties imposed, would look when applied to such conduct
in situations where children are not implicated.
In determining a civil penalty amount for a violation of a rule, the Commission is guided by the
civil penalty factors set forth in Section 5(m) of the FTC Act: the degree of culpability; any
history of prior such conduct; ability to pay; effect on ability to continue to do business; and such
other matters as justice may require. 2 Although this framework does not explicitly identify
consumer harm as a factor to be considered in determining civil penalty amounts, I believe that
under the final prong of this framework – “such other matters as justice may require” – the
Commission also should consider the actual harm experienced by consumers as a result of the
defendants’ conduct. A substantial body of economic literature supports the consideration of
harm in the fashioning of penalties. 3 Common sense also dictates that we punish more that which
threatens more harm.
Improperly calibrated penalties can deter companies from exploring innovative and consumerfriendly products and services; the risk may simply be too great. Even properly calibrated
enforcement can impose costs. While the injunctive relief in this settlement will ensure that
Google and YouTube comply with the COPPA Rule, it also will curtail behavioral advertising
for child-directed programming. Because behavioral advertising generates more revenue than
contextual advertising, our order may reduce content creators’ incentives to develop childdirected programming. While kids may see advertising less tied to their Internet activity, they
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15 U.S.C. 45(m)(1)(C).
That the state should set penalties equal to harm (inflated by a factor to account for lack of perfect detection and
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may also see less and lower quality content. In this case, this result is justified by COPPA, which
is intended to safeguard children, who deserve special protection.
The privacy legislation Congress is now considering may address many privacy harms that not
only result in little to no tangible consumer harm, but also are not experienced by a vulnerable
class such as children. To account for the impact penalizing such harms may have, I believe that
the Commission should consider consumer harm and that any penalty scheme crafted by
Congress should balance a range of factors, including consumer harm, to permit the innovation
and choice many consumers want.
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